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Pausch No manual crushing anymore
‘The idea with the collection trolleys is excellent. My employees don‘t need to 
crush the cardboard anymore. They just throw it into the collection trolley and 
insert the trolley into the AutoLoadBaler. They handle the cardboard only once 
and they can directly return to the sales area. The time saving is great. Also 
we save a lot of space. Previously the cardboard was collected loosely and 
the storage area was full of carts. Now, even if the goods are delivered, there is 
free storage area.‘ 

Mr. Thomas Pausch, Owner
Rewe Pausch oHG in Berlin

Time saving
‘Our core business includes our freshly filled fruit and vegetable counter. The 
time saving with the AutoLoadBaler of 1,000 hours is very profitable for us. 
Before, we had to invest this time in our disposal now we use this time for our 
core business. First I thought the AutoLoadBaler is a gadget. I was a skeptic, 
now I‘m a fan. It‘s a time machine!’

Mr. Schulenburg, Owner
Rewe Schulenburg in Dortmund
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Team cost savings
‘Due to the collection trolleys the delivery days has improved. The cartons 
don‘t need to be crushed manually anymore they are directly thrown into the 
collection trolley. The risk of violation has significantly decreased and the 
staff are happy about the facilation. In addition, the press saves in view of time 
one job and costs. We gained a better image from our customers and we also 
get more revenues of the disposer.’

Mr. Conrad, Owner
Rewe Conrad in Schermbeck

Less walking distances
‘The key point is that we save walking routes and due to that we save huge 
costs. Strautmann offered a solution with a collection trolley to us to solve our 
cardboard problems. An excellent idea. We mainly save time for our staff. Now 
the handling of the trolley is much more comfortable. Today, the atmosphere 
in our market ist much more quiet and pleasant for our customers as well.’

Mr. Josef Stenten, Managing Director
Rewe Stenten in Aachen
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